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Using the concept of insulator-based ‘‘electrodeless’’ dielectrophoresis, we present a novel

geometry for shaping electric fields to achieve lateral deviation of particles in liquid flows. The

field is generated by lateral planar metal electrodes and is guided along access channels to the

active area in the main channel. The equipotential surfaces at the apertures of the access channels

behave as vertical ‘‘liquid’’ electrodes injecting the current into the main channel. The field

between a pair of adjacent liquid electrodes generates the lateral dielectrophoretic force necessary

for particle manipulation. We use this force for high-speed deviation of particles. By adding a

second pair of liquid electrodes, we focus a particle stream. The position of the focused stream can

be swept across the channel by adjusting the ratio of the voltages applied to the two pairs. Based

on conformal mapping, we provide an analytical model for estimating the potential at the liquid

electrodes and the field distribution in the main channel. We show that the simulated particle

trajectories agree with observations. Finally, we show that the model can be used to optimize the

device geometry in different applications.

Introduction

In efforts to miniaturize and automatize biological cell

handling on microchips, the use of electric fields has received

considerable attention, mainly due to the ease and speed of

producing electric signals. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) lends itself

particularly well to cell handling since comparatively low

voltages can produce significant and contactless forces on cells.

DEP is based on the polarizability of particles subjected to an

electric field and the subsequent interaction of the induced dipole

with the field gradient.1–3 The particles are repelled from the

regions of high electric field if they are less polarisable than their

surrounding medium. In that case, the force is called negative

dielectrophoresis (nDEP), while positive DEP occurs if the

particles are more polarisable than the medium. nDEP is

particularly useful for guiding or trapping cells in flows and

can be considered a very gentle cell handling method, as long as

excessive electric field strength is avoided.4 A typical geometry

for deflecting cells consists of facing metal electrodes patterned

on the top and the bottom of microchannels.5 The fringing of the

field at the edges of the electrodes gives rise to nDEP which is

widely used in the field of BioMEMS for trapping, concentrat-

ing, separating, deviating, focusing and sorting cells.6–10

Coplanar metal electrodes on the bottom of the channel are

another typical geometry, used mostly for producing a levitation

force. Specific applications are field-flow-fractionation (FFF)

and traveling wave dielectrophoresis.11–13

A more recent development is insulator-based dielectrophor-

esis (iDEP) also called electrodeless dielectrophoresis14–16

(eDEP). The electric field is generally produced by distant

current injections, e.g. through platinum wires placed in fluid

reservoirs at the periphery of a chip or planar metal electrodes

deposited at the extremities of a channel.17,18 The distribution

of the electric field between the injections is defined by the

geometry of the insulator which guides and concentrates the

field lines. eDEP avoids some of the major limitations of

traditional DEP applications using microelectrodes, which

include fouling and destruction of the microelectrodes due to

large current densities. Positive eDEP has been used, for

example, to trap different species of bacteria or single- or

double-stranded DNA between posts19,20 and to separate

particles according to their size.21 The insulator can even be a

moving part like an oil droplet22 instead of being predefined by

a microfabrication process.

Focusing of a particle stream in a microchannel is a

prerequisite for a number of applications such as impedance

based flow cytometry23 or cell sorting and counting. Efficient

focusing allows increased throughput and sensitivity.

Hydrodynamic focusing is a commonly used method,24,25 but

it requires supplementary buffer inlets and precise flow control.

It is therefore desirable to have a focusing method independent

of the flow pattern and fluid control, which motivates the use of

DEP-forces for focusing a particle stream.26

We present a novel lateral arrangement of patterned metal

and insulator for iDEP applications. Large metal electrodes

are deposited on the bottom of dead-end chambers positioned

perpendicularly to the main channel (Fig. 1a). They are

connected to the main channel through constrictions called
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access channels and produce, in combination with the

insulator, a non-uniform electric field in the main channel.

The vertical plane at the boundary of the access and main

channel is referred to as ‘‘liquid electrode’’ since it is

approximately an equipotential surface. We have developed

an analytical model based on conformal mapping to accurately

predict the current injection and the potential of the liquid

electrode. Liquid electrodes avoid the real estate loss due to

reservoirs containing macroscopic electrodes, allowing for

potentially massive integration on chip. Nevertheless, the

relatively large size of the metal electrodes used for driving the

liquid electrodes ensures robustness and high interfacial

capacitance, and allows operating nDEP with a broadband

signal (from Hz to MHz) at amplitudes smaller than 30 V.

We use the liquid electrodes to deflect trajectories of

particles flowing down the main channel. Simulations of

trajectories based on the analytical model show good agree-

ment with the measurements. A second application consists of

the focusing of a particle stream by adding an opposite

dielectrophoretic force with a second pair of liquid electrodes

located on the other side of the main channel. The respective

magnitudes of the two opposite forces define the position of

the focused stream across the channel. The use of two pairs of

liquid electrodes located on both sides of the channel allows

controlling and reconfiguring the position of the equilibrium

by the applied potentials.

Theory

Liquid electrodes

The vast majority of BioMEMS using electric fields for

actuation or sensing are based on metal microelectrodes. The

electrodes are generally patterned on the bottom and/or on the

top of a channel in order to take advantage of standard

photolithography processes. Since the interfacial capacitance is

proportional to the electrode surface, low frequency actuation

and sensing is limited by the microelectrodes. One way to

avoid these problems in DEP-applications is to use the edge of

a comparatively large electrode26 at the cost of larger currents

and thus potential problems with Joule heating.

We propose here to replace the microelectrodes by distant

and large metal electrodes connected to the main channel via

comparatively narrow access channels (Fig. 1a). The boundary

plane between the access and main channel is approximately

an equipotential surface because the field lines are forced to

run in parallel by the access channels. The boundary plane

therefore has the characteristics of an electrode: defined

geometry, defined potential and current injection.

Consequently, we refer to this boundary plane between access

and main channel as a liquid electrode.

The potential at the liquid electrode is different from the

potential applied at the metal electrode lying behind it because

of the potential drop across the access channel. Using the

technique of conformal mapping (see below), we can estimate

both main channel and access channel resistance. The

appropriate model for the liquid electrode is therefore a flat

vertical electrode located on the main channel wall, character-

ized by an important but known access resistance, as shown in

Fig. 1b. Because of the size of the metal electrode, the double

layer impedance of the metal electrode is negligible in the MHz

frequency range used.

The insulator geometry rather than the geometry of the

metal electrodes is responsible for the distribution of the field

in many respects. Even though the metal electrodes are

horizontal and located on the floor of the chip, the current

injection into the main channel occurs through the vertical

nearly flat equipotential surfaces represented by the liquid

electrodes. Moreover, the field distribution is essentially

homogeneous across the height of the main channel. Only in

the access channel are there important vertical components to

the electric field. Since we use the field in the main channel

for particle displacements, we essentially observe DEP

forces acting in the horizontal plane; hence the term lateral

DEP-force.

Dielectrophoresis

Jones2 gives the general formula for the time-averaged DEP-

force in the presence of an alternating electric field:

SF̄depT = pemr3Re(K_(v))+|Ē|2 (1)

where r is the particle radius, em is the permittivity of the

medium and Ē is the amplitude of the electric field. Re[K_(v)] is

the real part of the complex Clausius–Mossotti factor. If the

particles are approximated by homogeneous spheres, their

Clausius–Mossotti factor is given by

vð Þ~ p{m

pz2m
(2)

where = ep 2 isp/v and = em 2 ism/v. ep, em and sp, sm are

Fig. 1 (a) 3D schematic of the structure for cell manipulation using

liquid electrodes. Liquid electrodes refer to the equipotential surface

located at the junction of the access and main channels. (b) The model

of the liquid electrodes consists of a vertical metal electrode on the

sidewall of the main channel with an access resistance. (c) Sample

electric field distribution at the symmetry axis of the structure and (d)

simulated and measured lateral dielectrophoretic force acting on

flowing particles (5.14 mm polystyrene beads with K(v) = 20.5) at the

symmetry axis (geometrical parameters being listed in Table 1).
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the permittivities and conductivities of the particles and the

medium, respectively, v is the angular frequency of the electric

field and i is the imaginary unit. We estimated Re(K_(v)) = 20.496

for a 2 MHz signal from sm, v and the material data available in

the literature:27,28

emedium~80e0

epolystyrene~3:5e0

smedium~1:4 mS cm�1~140 mS m�1

sparticle~spolystyrenez
2Ksurface

r
&0z

2|2 nS

5|10�6 m
~0:8 mS m�1

(3)

We approximate this by taking Re(K_(v)) = 20.5 for all

calculations. Finally, we need an expression for the electric

field in the main channel to calculate the DEP-force.

Calculation of the electric field

To find an analytical solution to the electric field in the

microchannel, we divide the structure into three parts: the

main channel and two access channels (Fig. 1a). The electric

field and the resistance in the main channel are then calculated,

with the hypothesis that the liquid electrodes can be

approximated by vertical electrodes located in the main

channel wall (Fig. 1b). We subsequently calculate the access

resistances and finally the effective voltage between the liquid

electrodes by estimating the voltage drop across the access

resistances.

We use conformal mapping to transform the physical

geometry into a parallel-plate geometry in which the electric

field is easily calculated. For a given particular conformal

transformation the electric field in the physical plane Ez is

given as:29,30

Ez~Ew
dw zð Þ

dz
(4)

were Ew corresponds to the electric field in the transformed

geometry and the second factor is the complex conjugate of the

derivative of the transformation. Linderholm et al.31 have

previously presented a three-step transformation which succes-

sively transforms two coplanar electrodes in a microchannel

(Fig. 2e) into two parallel electrodes in a simple rectangular

geometry (Fig. 2a). Using these three consecutive transforma-

tions, the electric field in the microchannel can be found from:

Ez~Ew

dw

dv

dv

du

du

dz
(5)

where w, v and u are the three conformal transformations

(below). The electric field in the W-plane depends only on the

effective voltage, which we shall derive later on, and the width

of the rectangle and can be written:

Ew~
Veff

2K k2ð Þ (6)

Table 1 List of the geometrical parameters

Parametersa Channel width/mm Electrode width/mm Insulator width/mm Upper voltage/V Lower voltage/V Flow speed/mm s21

DEP-force 80 56 56 — var 140
Deviation 80 56 56 — 27.6 (a)–(b) 140

(c) 10 to 2850
Focusing 20 20 20 (b) 12,25 (b) 12,25 (b) 100 to 20000

(c)–(d) 2.5 to 25 (c)–(d) 25 to 2.5 (c)–(d) 2700
Optimization (a)–(b) 80 (a) 16,40,56, 80,120,160 (a) equal to electrode width — 27.6 (a)–(b) 180

(c)–(d) 20,80 (b) 0 to 160 (b) 0 to 160 (c)–(d) var.
(c)–(d) 20,80 (c)–(d) var.

a Constant parameters: channel height = 20 mm, medium conductivity = 1.4 mS cm21, frequency = 2 MHz.

Fig. 2 Successive conformal mappings for obtaining the analytical

expression of the electric field between two coplanar electrodes in a

sidewall of a microchannel. (a) We start with a simple plate capacitor

where E = V/d. The electric field strength is also determined by the

Schwartz–Christoffel mapping, used to map the half space of (b) into

the rectangle in (a). (b) The field distribution in an open half-space

with symmetrical arrangement of coplanar electrodes around 0. The

distribution is determined by a bilinear transform from (c) to (b). (c)

The field distribution for an asymmetric configuration of electrodes in

an open half-plane, which is determined by a complex sinh transform

from (d) to (c). (d) The field distribution in rectangular channel

geometry. The coordinates in that plane have unit length, since the

parameter a describes the channel width. (e) The full field in the

structure is obtained by combining the field geometry in twice (d), and

taking into account the access resistances.
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where Veff is the effective voltage and K(k2) is the complete

elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus k2.

The Schwartz–Christoffel (S–C) mapping from the V-plane

(Fig. 2b) to the W-plane (Fig. 2a), is defined as:

w vð Þ~
ðv

0

dtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{t2ð Þ 1{k2t2ð Þ

p (7)

where the modulus k2 depends only on the channel geometry.

Details on the calculation of k are presented in the ESI.{ The

derivative of the S–C transformation is then:

dw

dv
~

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1{v2 u zð Þð Þð Þ 1{k2v2 u zð Þð Þð Þ

p (8)

The second mapping is a bilinear transform, which is used to

transform two electrodes of different size into two even-sized

electrodes, symmetrically placed around the origin (Fig. 2b).

The transformation is written:

v uð Þ~ uzB

CuzD
(9)

where B, C and D are real-valued parameters. These para-

meters result from the constraint that the arrangement of the

electrodes in the v-plane should be symmetrical around the

origin and are also detailed in the ESI.{ The derivative is thus:

dv

du
~

D{BC

DzCu zð Þð Þ2
(10)

The final mapping is a sinh transform, defined as:

u zð Þ~sinh
p z{ia=2ð Þ

a

� �
(11)

where a is the width of the main channel. This transformation

folds the rectangular channel geometry, with one electrode

being on the dead-end wall of the channel, the other on the

lower sidewall (Fig. 2d) into the half-plane U (Fig. 2c). The

derivative of the sinh-transform can be written:

du

dz
~

p

a
cosh

p

a
z{

ia

2

� �� �
(12)

Finally, in order to obtain the electric field in a channel with

symmetrical electrodes located on one sidewall (Fig. 2e), we

use a symmetry argument. The symmetry axis of the structure

coincides with an equipotential line, and can thus be replaced

by a conducting boundary condition (i.e. an electrode) without

altering the field distribution. Therefore, the field distribution

of Fig. 2e is obtained by assembling the field distribution of

Fig. 2d with its mirror image. The electric field Ez9 in the whole

structure (Fig. 2e) becomes:

Ez0~
1

2

Veff

2K k2ð Þ 1{v2 u zð Þð Þð Þ 1{k2v2 u zð Þð Þð Þ{1=2

D{BCð Þ
.

DzCu zð Þð Þ2p

a
cosh

p

a
z{

ia

2

� �� � (13)

Effective voltage of the liquid electrodes

The resistances of the two access channels and the main

channel act as a voltage divider, such that the effective voltage

difference in the main channel is:

Veff~V0
Rchannel

Rchannelz2Raccess
(14)

where V0 is the voltage applied to the metal electrodes. The

main channel resistance Rchannel is twice the resistance in the

Z-plane, since we use two elements in series (Fig. 2d and 2e).

Rz, in turn, depends on the cell constant as obtained by the

conformal mapping (kz) and the conductivity of the medium

sm:

Rchannel~2Rz~
2

sm

kz

h
(15)

where h is the height of the channel. Fortunately, the cell

constant is an invariant in conformal mappings, so we can use

directly the cell constant in the W-plane kw, which is easy to

calculate:32

kz~kw~
w3{w2j j
w1{w2j j~

2K k2
� �

K 1{k2ð Þ (16)

Plugging this expression into eqn (15) yields:

Rchannel~
4

smh

K k2
� �

K 1{k2ð Þ (17)

Finally, we calculate the access resistance. Looking at the

access channel from the side, it is seen that the metal electrode

and the access channel have the geometry shown in Fig. 2d,

the metal electrode being the horizontal electrode and the

boundary between the main and access channel being the

vertical electrode. Therefore, all the mapping steps apply also

to the access resistances, albeit obviously with different

geometrical factors and parameters Baccess, Caccess, Daccess

and kaccess. In that way we find the cell constant for the access

channel, kaccess.

The 2D model is based on the hypothesis that the electric

field distribution is uniform in the perpendicular direction of

the 2D model. If this is true, the resistance is determined by

dividing the cell constant by the length in the perpendicular

direction and the medium conductivity (see eqn (15)).

However, the distribution of Ez9 across the boundary between

main and access channel (Fig. 2e) is not uniform. We need

further considerations for estimating Raccess. The estimation of

Raccess starts out with Ohm’s law:

Raccess~
SDV xð ÞT

I
~

DVaccessÐ
jchannel xð Þdx

~
DVaccess

sm

Ð
Echannel xð Þdx

(18)

where DVaccess is the average potential drop from the metal

electrode to the boundary as seen by the current. The potential

drop is not constant, since the boundary between the main and

access channel is approximately equipotential, the strict

equipotential surface being slightly curved. A weighted average

DVaccess is estimated from DV(x) and the current density

jchannel(x), as obtained from the conformal mapping of the

main channel:

DVaccess~

Ð
jchannel xð ÞDV xð ÞdxÐ

jchannel xð Þdx
~

Ð
Echannel xð ÞDV xð ÞdxÐ

Echannel xð Þdx
(19)
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DV(x), in turn can be calculated from the local current density

as obtained from the mapping of the main channel and from

the resistance of an element Rdx of width dx:

DV(x) = dIRdx = jchannel(x)dxRdx = Echannel(x)smdxRdx (20)

We can calculate Rdx from the cell constant of the access

channel:

Rdx~
kaccess

smdx
(21)

The expression for the access resistance is finally obtained

by replacing the DVaccess in eqn (18) with eqn (19), (20) and

(21):

Raccess~
kaccess

sm

Ð
jchannel xð Þ2dxÐ
jchannel xð Þdx

� �2
~

kaccess

sm

Ð
Echannel xð Þ2dxÐ
Echannel xð Þdx

� �2
(22)

The calculation of Raccess demonstrates that if we do not

consider the correction for a non-uniform electric field

distribution, Raccess is underestimated by a factor of almost

2. It results in an overestimation of the DEP-force in the main

channel. We can now calculate the DEP-force in the main

channel from eqn (1) by considering the electric field in eqn (13)

and the effective voltage Veff in eqn (14).

Materials and methods

Fabrication of the microfluidic device

Metal electrodes (20 nm Ti for adhesion, 200 nm Pt) were

patterned by a lift-off process on 550 mm float glass wafers.

Channels were then produced on top of the electrodes by

structuring a 20 mm layer of SU-8. The whole structure was

reversibly sealed by a flat piece of PDMS containing the access

holes. The wafer was diced into 20 6 15 mm chips. The chips

were mounted into custom-made fluidic interface including

liquid reservoirs and connected to a printed circuit board with

an electric interface based on spring contacts. The PDMS piece

and the chip were treated by oxygen plasma (40 s at 50 W)

prior to use for making them temporarily hydrophilic and

therefore enhancing the priming. This was especially important

to allow priming for the electrode chambers.

Fluorescent beads (polystyrene, carboxyl-modified, 5.14 mm

diameter) were used for tracking the particle trajectories and as

models for evaluating the performance of the devices. In all

experiments, we used diluted PBS with a conductivity of

1.4 mS cm21, as measured by the conductivity meter

Cyberscan CON100.

The electrodes were driven by signals at 2 MHz from an HP

33120A signal generator and amplified by custom electronic

circuits to produce signals with a maximum amplitude of

27.6 V.

Particle tracking

Particle trajectories were obtained by video recordings of the

fluorescence of the beads. The particle tracking was then

performed in two steps using sequential image analysis in

VirtualDub and ImageJ. In the first step, we used VirtualDub,

an open source video filtering program, to convert the video

recording into a sequence of grey frames. We then applied a

threshold to each image for extracting the information of

interest. At high speeds, the particles tend to appear as

interrupted lines due to the 100 Hz discharge of the mercury

arc lamp. A longitudinal blur corrects this effect, i.e. a

convolution with an ellipsoidal point spread function, before

thresholding. This blurs out the particles along the axis of

motion, but the center of gravity is conserved and it avoids the

appearance of spurious supplementary particles. In the second

step, we loaded the frame sequences into ImageJ as stacks and

processed them with the open source plugin Mtrack2. ImageJ

was chosen because of the liberty given to the user in

programming or customizing plugins. We customized

Mtrack2 in order to account for general laminar flow. We

modified the definition of the distance traveled by a given

particle from one frame to the next by subtracting the

displacement due to the mean flow speed from the total

displacement of the particle. The Mtrack2 produces a list of

particle positions in different frames as its output. Speed

vectors and particle positions were finally calculated in the

commercial software Matlab./

Simulation of particle trajectories

We used the analytical expression of the DEP-force (eqn (1),

(13) and (14)) to simulate the trajectory of a particle flowing

through the channel. Both Raccess and Rchannel were calculated

from the channel geometry and fluid conductivity (eqn (15)

and (22)). As we work in microchannels with low Reynolds

numbers (0.01 to 0.1 with standard experimental conditions),

inertial forces are negligible compared to viscous forces and

the particle motion is defined by the equilibrium between

DEP-force and drag force as:33

6pgr(v 2 vflow) = FDEP (23)

where r and v are the particle radius and the velocity and g is

the viscosity of the medium. The velocity of the particle during

a time interval dt is assumed constant and equal to the

terminal velocity:

v~
FDEP

6pgr
zvflow~

pemr3 {0:5ð Þ+ Ej j2

6pgr
zvflow (24)

where we have plugged in K_(v) = 20.5, as explained above.

In the simulations, we assume homogeneous speed in the

x-direction and no flow in the y-direction at all locations in

the channel. Particle trajectories are then obtained by

calculating the displacement of the particles during short

time intervals. We chose a dt sufficiently short such that

vdt , 1% of the channel width in all cases, but on some figures

we report particle positions at larger spacings for reasons of

visibility.

The deviation was defined as the lateral displacement of a

particular particle entering the channel along the lower wall.

This corresponds to the maximum displacement that the

structure can impart on a particle at a given general flow

speed.
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Results and discussion

DEP-force

Obtaining the DEP-force from particle trajectories is generally

complicated, as DEP-force and fluid flow are not at right

angles. A commonly employed method is stopped flow, but

this turned out to be problematic because of flow control and

bead sedimentation, making it tedious to obtain forces along a

given line in the structure. However, by simple symmetry

reasoning, one understands that fluid flow at the symmetry

axis (see inset of Fig. 1c) must only have an x-component

which agrees with the basic reversibility in laminar flow. By a

similar argument, it is also clear that the electric field gradient

has no x-component at the symmetry axis of the structure.

Consequently the fluid flow at the symmetry axis is only in the

x-direction while the DEP-force is only in the y-direction.

Using a simple structure consisting of a pair of adjacent

liquid electrodes located in the channel sidewall, we quantified

the DEP-force at the symmetry axis acting on particles flowing

down the main channel by measuring the y-component of the

speed at the symmetry axis and applying eqn (23). Table 1 lists

the geometrical dimensions of the structure and the experi-

mental parameters. Fig. 1d compares the DEP-force estimated

from particle trajectories to the analytical calculation. The

general shape of the curves is similar and at distances far away

from the electrodes (the upper sidewall of the channel

corresponding to the right hand side of the graph) the

agreement is excellent. Note that the force is expressed in

fN V22 because of the normalization. A typical voltage of 25 V

therefore gives rise to a DEP-force on the order of 5 pN on the

beads.

Close to the electrodes, the measured force is smaller than

the calculated. This can be attributed to soft fringing: the

orifice of the liquid electrodes acts only approximately like a

metal electrode. More specifically, the equipotential surface

defining the opening is not flat, but curved such that the field

gradients close to liquid electrodes are somewhat less pro-

nounced than for metal electrodes. This may be advantageous

for biological applications, as very strong fields can cause cell

damage and protein denaturation.

The relative error of the measurement close to the electrodes

is rather big since we had to lower the electric field strength to

avoid strong particle repulsion from this region. On the other

side of the channel, the last point of measurement reveals a

negative value for the DEP-force. This means that most of the

measured trajectories at this location have a negative

y-component. This effect is probably caused by locally

enhanced field non-uniformities between the insulating parti-

cles and the insulating channel wall. The error of the

measurement at this position is also important. It comes from

the y-component of the particle trajectories that can either be

negative (very close to the wall) or positive (somewhat further

away).

Deviation

Using the same structure, we quantified the displacement of

particles caused by the electric field by recording and analyzing

time-lapse videos. An overlay of video stills extracted from

such a time-lapse experiment is shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b shows

simulated particle trajectories for a set of parameters similar to

the ones used in the video recording in Fig. 3a which are listed

in Table 1. Visual comparison shows good agreement of the

shape of the particle trajectories and also of the total

displacement towards the upper part of the main channel

experienced by the particles.

To obtain a quantitative result, the deviation at various

speeds was analyzed (Fig. 3c). The deviation was defined as the

width of the particle-free zone in the lower part of the channel

downstream of the liquid electrodes. Comparison of theoreti-

cally determined and experimentally observed deviation in

Fig. 3c shows good agreement. The measured values and the

errors are based on classical statistics.

The predictions of displacement by simulation could be

further improved if we could better evaluate the particle speed.

We observed that the speed is frequently increased in the

downstream region of the structure. These increases in the

Fig. 3 Particle tracking of lateral deviation. (a) Overlay of video stills taken at a rate of 75 fps, with a fluid flow speed of 140 mm s21. (b)

Numerical simulation of lateral deviation with identical geometry and parameters as used in (a). (c) Lateral deviation as a function of flow speed in

the same structure, both measured (points) and simulated (solid line). Table 1 lists the geometrical parameters. For each simulation, a constant flow

speed with speed vectors aligned along the x-axis is assumed, as well as K_(v) = 20.5 for the 5.14 mm beads.
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speeds are likely due to a vertical centering of particles in the

main channel. Indeed, an insulating particle located at an

insulating boundary squeezes the electric field lines, which

locally creates an electric field non-uniformity. This repels the

particles from the insulator.

Focusing

We propose here a combination of two pairs of liquid

electrodes, located on opposite sides of the main channel, to

achieve the focusing of a stream of beads (Fig. 4a). Each pair is

individually able to deviate the particles towards the opposite

sidewall. The combined action of the two pairs focuses the

particle stream towards an equilibrium position. The structure

we used in this experiment has a channel width of 20 mm; the

other parameters being listed in Table 1.

Two electric fields E1 and E2 are generated in the main

channel giving rise to two opposing DEP-forces. The

magnitudes of the forces are directly controlled by the applied

potentials V1 and V2. The tuning of the focusing position in the

channel is controlled by the ratio of the two potentials V1/V2.

If the lower potential is larger than the upper potential, the

particles are focused towards a position in the upper half of the

channel and vice-versa. Since the DEP-force is determined by

the gradient of the square of the magnitude of the electric field

(eqn (1)), it also depends on the phase shift between Ē1 and Ē2.

If the phase shift is p/2, then Ē2 = Ē1
2 + Ē2

2 and the total force

is just the sum of the individual forces, F̄tot = F̄1 + F̄2. It also

turns out experimentally that at p/2 phase shift there is the

strongest focusing with the least trapping effect, so we

generally used p/2 out of phase signals for V1 and V2.

Fig. 4 Focusing of a particle stream. (a) A four liquid electrodes structure. Particles flowing from left to right are deflected by forces produced by

both electric fields E1 and E2. The position of focusing can be shifted in the y-direction by adjusting the ratio l = V1/V2. (b) Midline focusing of a

particle stream for V1 = V2. We evaluated the focusing performance as a function of speed at two voltages. All the geometrical and electrical

parameters are listed in Table 1. The fields act as a barrier below a minimum speed and accumulate particles in front of the structure. Above this

critical speed, particles are focused precisely to the middle of the channel. Above a second threshold speed (about 0.5 mm s21 for 12 V and about

5 mm s21 for 25 V), focusing imperfection exceeds the basal influence of particle collision, so that the stream is widening. (c) Shift of the position of

the particle stream from one side to the other side as a function of l. We show 5 sets of traces obtained for 5 different l. (d) The quantitative

dependence of the focusing position on l for the simulated positions (black crosses in solid line, simulated at the symmetry axis and reported after

the structure) and for the measured positions (grey points, measured after the structure).
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We first investigated the performances of the particle

focusing towards the midline of the structure at different flow

speeds. We obtained a focusing in the middle of the channel by

applying equal voltages V1 and V2. Fig. 4b shows measure-

ments and simulations of the evaluation of the focusing in term

of percentage of the channel occupied by the particle stream as

a function of the flow speed for two voltages. Below a

minimum speed (0.1 mm s21 for 12 V, 1 mm s21 for 25 V), the

fields act as a barrier and there is accumulation of particles in

front of the structure. Above this speed, particles are focused

precisely to the middle of the channel. Due to particle diffusion

and collisions, we can never observe 0% particle stream width.

Above a second threshold speed (about 0.5 mm s21 for 12 V

and about 5 mm s21 for 25 V), the stream starts widening. The

evolution of the widening of the stream width is well predicted

by the simulations. The stream width is a non-linear function

of the speed due to the strongly non-linear distribution of the

DEP-forces across the channel (see Fig. 1d). However, up to

very high speeds (several mm s21), the particle stream remains

focused to an appreciable extent.

Finally, we demonstrated the focusing towards variable

positions in the main channel as a function of the ratio of

the applied voltages l = V1/V2 at constant flow speed of

2.7 mm s21. Fig. 4c is a superposition of a picture of the

structure and the particle traces as obtained by particle

tracking at sample voltage ratios l. The deviation of the

particles towards the lower part of the channel is obtained by

keeping V1 constant at 25 V while varying V2 from 2.5 V to

25 V and inversely for the focusing in the upper part of the

channel. The two DEP-forces define an equilibrium line where

the two forces have equal and opposite y-components. Varying

l shifts this equilibrium line vertically in the main channel; and

since particles continue to be focused, this means that the

focused particle stream after the structure is vertically

displaced across the main channel width. We can approxi-

mately calculate the position of the equilibrium line by

examining the force profile at the vertical symmetry axis. By

setting the DEP-forces from both sides equal, we obtain an

equilibrium position on the vertical symmetry axis.

The calculated positions of the equilibrium and the

measured values as a function of l are compared in Fig. 4d.

The measured position is the mean value of the y-position of

the beads after the focusing element, while the error estimation

is twice the standard deviation of the position. In general the

agreement between theory and measurement is good, although

the particle stream is closer to the midline than calculated for

small and big l. The theory predicts that the particles should

be completely pushed towards the sidewall of the weaker

voltage for l smaller than 0.4 and bigger than 2.5. This would

result in particles entering the access channels. However, we

observed that the particles were pushed into the electrode

chambers only for l smaller than 0.1 and bigger than 10. Most

likely the field concentrations around the corners of the access

channel openings keep particles from entering the electrode

chambers. This effect is not taken into account by our

estimation of the equilibrium position at the symmetry axis

of the structure. In addition, it is seen that the standard

deviation of the position increases as l deviates from 1. Since

we keep the higher voltage constant, l values far from 1 signify

a very weak opposing force and also larger displacements

necessary for some of the particles to reach their equilibrium

position, meaning that the flow speed was somewhat too fast

for these combinations, while it was well chosen for l values

closer to 1. The deviation between the simulation and the

measurement also comes from the fact that the equilibrium

positions are calculated at the symmetry axis of the structure,

whereas the measurement of the positions are done after the

structure. In that case, the electric field non-uniformities acting

after the symmetry axis are not considered in the calculation.

Despite these minor deviations, the simulations, as well as the

measurements, demonstrate the possibility of focusing a

particle stream at a desired position everywhere in the main

channel on an equilibrium line. This four-electrode structure

presents the great advantage that the distribution of the force

and thus the position of the equilibrium line can be easily

tuned by adjusting the potentials applied to the pairs of metal

electrodes and therefore the liquid electrodes. The experiments

presented in this section show the ability of this structure to

efficiently focus particle streams with very high speed as well as

the ability to position the particle stream anywhere in the

channel. These are two important points in many microfluidic

applications.

Optimization of the design

Having demonstrated the accuracy of our model in predicting

experimental outcome, we shall now use it to propose some

design considerations. We modified some geometrical dimen-

sions of the structure used in Fig. 3 and evaluated the effects

on the deviation by measurements and simulations. In Fig. 5a

we simultaneously varied electrode width and insulator width

from 16 to 160 mm (see Table 1). Fig. 5a shows the

measurements of deviation based on these different geome-

tries. We observed excellent agreement of the measured and

the simulated deviation. Our analytical model for the liquid

electrode based DEP therefore works also in varying

geometries.

We then extended the analysis to independent variation of

electrode width and insulator width. This gives rise to a

bidimensional parameter space, where the lateral deviation of

the particle stream at a given flow speed and voltage is the

variable to optimize. The 3D Fig. 5b gives the distribution of

the deviation in this parameter space. The design should avoid

the regions with too small electrode or insulator width, while

there is a relatively large zone in the parameter space that

produces acceptable results. There is an optimum for the

insulator width at a given electrode width, while for a given

insulator width, the larger the electrodes, the more efficient the

DEP deviation. Fig. 5b intends to give a feeling about the

system, while Fig. 5c and d should enable engineers to do

design work. In the following section, we outline some design

rules based on these simulation results.

As a general rule, for a given applied voltage, smaller

channels induce larger electric field and larger field non

uniformity. Therefore, we should design the channels as small

as possible regarding the particle size. The coupling capaci-

tance between the metal electrode and the liquid is not an issue

since the metal electrodes are distant and can be much bigger
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than the characteristic size of the structures. As shown in

Fig. 5b, the wider the electrodes are, the bigger the particle

deviation is. However, large electrode width has also a major

fluidic drawback, since the laminar flow will extend into the

electrodes. This could lead to deposition of particles on the

electrodes and to trapping effects at the electrode edges for

inert particles or more seriously to destruction of sensitive

particles such as cells in the immediate vicinity of the metal

electrodes. We found that making the electrode width equal to

the main channel width is a good rule of thumb; at this size,

DEP deviation is almost maximal, while flow into and out of

the electrode chambers is still relatively limited. Then Fig. 5c

helps to choose the optimal insulator width for the DEP

application as a function of the desired maximum deviation in

term of the percentage of the main channel width. Finally,

Fig. 5d indicates the maximum flow speed in order to achieve

the desired deviation at the optimal insulator width.

In the case of downscaling all dimensions (including

photoresist thickness), the electric field conserves its shape

and Fig. 5c remains valid. Fig. 5d obviously depends on the

applied voltage, and higher or lower voltage would shift the

curve vertically toward higher or lower maximum flow speed.

Note that the finite size of the beads avoids achieving 100% of

deviation.

Summary and conclusion

We have shown that dielectric particles can accurately be

positioned in a microchannel by using DEP-forces generated

by the electric field between so-called liquid electrodes.

Compared to wire electrodes placed in reservoirs, the proposed

solution allows for a more compact integration. Compared to

top and bottom microelectrodes, planar electrodes are

significantly easier to fabricate since no bonding and no

Fig. 5 Design optimization. This figure describes the influence of three geometrical parameters on the performance of the deviation: main channel

width, electrode width and insulator width. Device performance is characterized by how much beads initially flowing on the side of the electrodes

are deviated towards the other side of the channel, which represents the maximum deviation. In (a), electrode width and the insulator width are

both set to a common value d, which varies from 16 mm to 160 mm. There is an optimum for the design parameter d, at around 70 mm. The other

parameters are listed in Table 1. (b) This is a numerical exploration of the bi-dimensional parameter space provided by the independent variation of

electrode width and the insulator width, the other parameters being identical to (a). At a given electrode width, there is an optimum for the

insulator width. For a given insulator width, on the contrary, the larger the electrode, the more the beads are deviated. Still, once the electrode

width exceeds the width of the main channel (here 80 mm), there is only minimal improvement in device performance. In (c), we determined the

optimal insulator width as a function of desired deviation across the main channel by numerical simulation of particle trajectories by repeated steps

of simulation and optimization. The optimizations were carried out for 180 different speeds, both for a 20 mm and 80 mm main channel width,

looking each time for the insulator width producing the maximum deviation. In all cases, the electrode width was set equal to the main channel

width. (d) Reports the maximum flow speeds at optimal insulator width and at 27.6 V.
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alignment are required. In addition, the use of large metal

electrodes in separate chambers enables higher current

densities and a longer electrode lifetime. Furthermore, the

large size of the metal electrode implies a large interfacial

capacitance. This results in lower impedance, extending the

frequency range of operation to lower frequencies.

According to the principles of electrodeless DEP, the non-

uniformity of the electric field in the main channel is no longer

dependent on the metal electrode geometry but rather on the

arrangement of the main and access channels, i.e. the insulator

geometry. The term ‘‘liquid electrode’’ refers to a vertical

equipotential surface located at the junction of the main and

access channels. The model we propose analytically defines the

current injection and the potential at the liquid electrodes and

shows excellent agreements when compared to measurements,

as estimated by DEP-forces and particle deviations generated

by the devices. The calculation of the electric field is based on

conformal mapping steps, which transform a rectangular

geometry with facing electrodes, i.e. a plate capacitor, into a

channel geometry with planar electrodes. Although in this

paper we make use of the mapping to evaluate the field

between two adjacent planar electrodes, the placement of the

electrodes is arbitrary. So, with few adaptations, the mapping

steps described above can also be used to suit other needs, such

as the calculation of the field between electrodes on opposite

sides of the channel. Typical applications include modeling

impedance measurements and deviation of particles by facing

microelectrodes.

A first example of the possibilities offered by this concept is

the ability to focus particles to an arbitrary position in the

channel using a unique four-electrode structure. The position

of the equilibrium between two facing DEP-forces is controlled

and reconfigurable by adjusting the applied voltages. Since the

total force can be modeled accurately by superimposing the

two force fields, this means that the liquid electrodes indeed

behave as independent entities.

The technology presented is not limited to DEP-manipula-

tion, but could also be extended to impedance measurements

of dielectric particles such as cells, especially at lower

frequencies where the large interfacial capacitance becomes

important. Since the interfacial capacitance of the liquid

electrodes is very large and independent of its resistance, the

concept could also be downscaled to measure and manipulate

nanoparticles such as viruses and macromolecules.
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